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Bryan Stone

“They failed to understand that history is itself 
a kind of text and that it is as important to 
understand the human predicament as it is to 
understand the word of God addressed to that 
predicament.” 



Bryan Stone

“What is especially needed within the 
Christian movement today is vigorous and 
sustained thinking about both the gospel and 
the world, about scripture and human 
existence, about text and context. When we 
read the Bible but aren’t able to read the 
world, we risk reducing the gospel to either a 
weapon or a toy.” 



How might thoughtful, theologically informed 
dialogue with contemporary films better equip 
us to both read and respond to our culture 
with the wisdom, compassion, and power of 
the gospel? 





























What does this movie love?











Elaine Scarry

“Beauty is a call.” 



Elaine Scarry

“At the moment we see something beautiful, 
we undergo a radical decentering. 
Beauty...requires us to give up our imaginary 
position as the center.” 



Elaine Scarry

“When we come upon beautiful things—the 
tiny mauve-orange-blue moth on the brick, [a] 
cake, a sentence—they act like small tears in 
the surface of the world that pull us through to 
some vaster space … or they lift us (as though 
by the air currents of someone else’s 
sweeping), letting the ground rotate beneath 
us several inches, so that when we land, we 
find we are standing in different relation to the 
world than we were a moment before.” 







Acts 9:1-19
page 765



goodness 
beauty 
truth



Goodness 
Beauty 
Truth



Elaine Scarry

“Beauty...brings about an unselfing. It is not 
just that [we] become ‘self-forgetting’ but that 
some more capacious mental act is possible: 
all the space formerly in the service of 
protecting, guarding, advancing the self (or its 
prestige) is now free to be in the service of 
something else.” 



Mark 14:6 (NIV)
“She has done a beautiful thing to me.” 



Mark 14:6 (NIV)
“She has done a beautiful thing to me.” 

Mark 14:6 (NASB)
“She has done a good deed to me.” 



kalos: 
beautiful 

good 
virtuous 
worthy



Genesis 1:31

“God saw all that he had made, and it was very 
good.”



God saw all that he had made, and it was very 
beautiful.



beauty in goodness 
goodness in beauty



kalos: 
virtuous 
worthy  

precious 
admirable 

magnificent 
pure 
true 

whole



Pope Benedict XVI

“The way of beauty leads us, then, to grasp 
the Whole in the fragment, the Infinite in the 
finite, God in the history of humanity. 
[...Beauty] can become a path towards the 
transcendent, towards the ultimate Mystery, 
towards God.” 











Gerard Manley Hopkins

“The world is charged with the grandeur of 
God.”





Psalm 27: 13-14 (page 384)

“I remain confident of this:  
I will see the goodness of the Lord 
in the land of the living. 

Wait for the Lord; 
be strong and take heart 
and wait for the Lord.”



Simone Weil

“In all that awakens within us the pure and 
authentic sentiment of beauty, there, truly, is 
the presence of God. There is a kind of 
incarnation of God in the world, of which 
beauty is the sign. Beauty is the experimental 
proof that incarnation is possible.” 


